JR Chair
Joseph Ricchio
JR® CHAIR A contemporary addition to the Ricchio side chair, the Ricchio JR features the carefully contoured curves and comfortably scooped back that make the chair so popular in all its versions. The exposed wood rung and subtly curved back highlight the chair’s natural wood frame. The elegant side chair, is available in fully upholstered or upholstered seat versions in a wide array of finishes.

JOSEPH RICCHIO Throughout his career, Joseph Ricchio has adhered firmly to the credo that “excellent design must be both contemporary and timeless.” A graduate of California State University at Long Beach, Ricchio went on to establish his own design firm in 1982 where he worked on projects in furniture, product and graphic design. It was during this time that he designed the Ricchio and JR side chairs for Knoll. Ricchio is currently a part-time faculty member of California State University, where he teaches furniture design and coordinates annual visits to the Milan Furniture Fair in Italy.